TUONO V4

1100 FACTORY / 1100 RR

TUONO V4

1100 FACTORY / 1100 RR
SCARICO COMPLETO RACING AKRAPOVIC
AKRAPOVIC COMPLETE RACING EXHAUST
2S000556

EVO 1 - CARBONIO
EVO 1 - CARBON

$4595
a~rilia
IRA.C:ING

Complete Akrapovic racing exhaust system for track use made entirely from
titanium with oval muffler in carbon. The cylinder head mating flanges are
machined from solid billet aluminium while the silencer mounting brackets are
in carbon fibre. The whole system weighs less than 5 kg and delivers a healthy
increase in torque above 4,500 rpm, which is particularly notable from 4,500 to
8,000 rpm, significantly improving acceleration out of turns. Includes dedicated
ECU mapping (with three R/S/T settings) to exploit the full potential of the
exhaust. Unlike the standard ECU mapping, all three R, S and T maps deliver
unlimited power - the S ECU mapping offers smoother response, whereas the R
mapping limits torque in the first three gears.
For track use only.

KIT SCARICO SLIP-ON AKRAPOVIC
COMPLETO DI RACCORDO
AKRAPOVIC SLIP-ON EXHAUST KIT
WITH RACE TUBE INCLUDED
2S001166

CARBONIO
CARBON

$2299

2S001050

TITANIO
TITANIUM

$4499

a~rilia

-

RACING

euro4

The kit is made up of a hexagonal silencer made of either Carbon fiber or
Titanium. The 2S001166 in carbon has a removable Db-killer with catalyst-free
racing collar. The 2S0001050 titanium exhaust is homologated according to
Euro4 cap. 5 and 9 (emissions and noise) and can be freely used on the road
without modifications to carburetion parameters. Both exhausts are mounted
onto the down pipes of the standard exhaust and attach to the bike with a
special clamp included in the kit. Also available, sold separately: an aluminum
bracket (896180) or carbon bracket (606314M) which fasten the exhausts onto
the bike by removing the passenger footrests.
cod. 2S001166 Carbon-for track use only (without catalyst)
cod. 2S001050 Titanium - Euro 4 - approved road use

APRILIA RACING accessory: intended solely for motorcycles
used on circuits closed to public traffic and may not be used
for any other purpose.
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aprilia®
KIT FORCELLA ANTERIORE
FRONT FORK KIT

1100 FACTORY / 1100 RR

606647M

CENTRALINA DI INIEZIONE ELETTRONICA
ECU RACING KIT
CM281708

$1199

FORCELLA ÖHLINS NIX
ÖHLINS NIX FORK

$6999

High performance on the road and track with a racing look and feeling.
Fully adjustable in compression, extension and pre-load.

$4499
a~rilia
11.tA.C:INCi

Dedicated engine control unit for track use, pre-programmed with racing ECU
mappings. For use on bikes fitted with aftermarket exhaust systems (complete
systems or slip-on muffler) NOT supplied by Aprilia. Recommended for use
in combination with exhausts with no catalytic converter, with or without
Db-killer. Dedicated ECU mapping (with three R/S/T settings) to exploit the
full potential of the exhaust. Unlike the standard ECU mapping, all three R, S
and T maps deliver unlimited power - the S ECU mapping offers smoother
response, whereas the R ECU mapping limits torque in the first three gears.
After installation of ECU by an authorised Aprilia service centre, later updates
may be downloaded and installed. For track use only.

KIT STAFFA PER SCARICO
ALUMINIUM BRACKET KIT
606314M

CARBONIO
CARBON

Carbon fibre silencer mounting bracket. For track use only.

$499
a~rilia

896180

ALLUMINIO
ALUMINIUM

Aluminium silencer mounting bracket. For track use only.

$259

AMMORTIZZATORE DI STERZO
STEERING DAMPER
606648M

ÖHLINS

Öhlins steering damper for maximum performance on the road
with true racing looks.
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AMMORTIZZATORE POSTERIORE
REAR SHOCK ABSORBER
$550

606649M

ÖHLINS

$1249

Öhlins rear shock absorber (OEM part on FACTORY version), available as
an accessory for the RR version. Maximum performance on the road.
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1100 FACTORY / 1100 RR
KIT PARAFANGO ANTERIORE
FRONT MUDGUARD KIT
895394

KIT PARAFANGO POSTERIORE
REAR MUDGUARD KIT

CARBONIO
CARBON

$595

Component from polished carbon fibre (with matte finish). Fits onto the
standard calliper mounting brackets for sportier looks evocative of the
Factory version.
Front mudguard for USA: cod. 896184

895395

CARBONIO
CARBON

$349

Component from polished carbon fibre (with matte finish). Fits onto
the standard swingarm for sportier looks evocative of the RF version.
Weight saving. Homologated for road use.

PRESE ARIA IMPIANTO FRENANTE
AIR INTAKE BRAKING SYSTEM
2S001379

$595.00

New front brake air scoop to increase cooling and help to maintain
brake behaviour steady. Air scoop represent another evidence of
direct transfer of MotoGP knowhow to production bikes Made in
carbon fiber to reduce weight impact and maintain premium feeling.

KIT FIANCATINA IN CARBONIO
CARBON SIDE FAIRINGS KIT
895396

CARBONIO - DESTRA
CARBON RIGHT

$325

895397

CARBONIO - SINISTRA
CARBON - LEFT

$325

Component made from varnished (matte finish) carbon fibre. Used to
replace the plastic side fairings to give the bike sportier looks evocative
of the Factory version. Weight saving. Homologated for road use.
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BATTERIA AL LITIO
LITHIUM POLYMER BATTERY

LI

607077M

$1195.95

Mounting the Lithium polymer battery that allows a sensible weight reduction
(2.5 kg compared to the original equipped one).
Needs 2S001384 installation kit to be correctly installed.
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aprilia®

1100 FACTORY / 1100 RR
KIT PARATACCHI PEDANE PILOTA
HEEL GUARD KIT
895318

CARBONIO
CARBON

CERCHI IN ALLUMINIO FORGIATO NERO
BLACK FORGED ALUMINIUM WHEEL RIMS
$139.95

In 200g carbon fibre. Less weight and sportier looks.
Also compatible with optional adjustable footpegs.

895409

ANTERIORE
FRONT

$2300

895410

POSTERIORE
REAR

$2400

Made from forged aluminium alloy. Engineered using advanced simulation
and modelling tools such as FEM analysis, these wheel rims offer a weight
saving over the standard cast components while still ensuring unrivalled
robustness. The resulting reduction in gyroscopic effect and unsprung
weight translates to unparalleled responsiveness and agility.

KIT RACING CAMBIO ROVESCIO
REVERSE GEAR LEVER RACING KIT
2S001040

ALLUMINIO
ALUMINIUM

KIT FRECCE AL LED
LED INDICATORS KIT
$485.95
a~rilia
"Ci
IRA.C: ..

Mechanical element that reverses the shift gears mode, in order to
have a better driving performance on the exit of the turn when racing
on tracks.

2S000048

OMOLOGATE
HOMOLOGATED

$79.95

The LED indicator features lower consumption and higher brightness. Designed
in collaboration with Aprilia style centre. Tested in-house in accordance with
the most strict Aprilia quality standards.
NO USA

KIT FILTRO ARIA
AIR FILTER KIT
B044225

$89.95

Air filter from RSV4 RF which allows a greater flow of
air to the engine, giving a significantly better performance.
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aprilia®

1100 FACTORY / 1100 RR
KIT COPERCHIO FORO TARGA
LICENSE PLATE HOLE CAP KIT
895322

ALLUMINIO
ALUMINIUM

$99.95

In laser-cut aluminium. With laser-cut logos. Permits removal of license
plate for track use. For track use only.

COPRISERBATOIO
TANK COVER
B046054

a~rilia

TESSUTO TECNICO
TECHNICAL FABRIC

$295

RACING

In technical fabric with carbon effect inserts. With fasteners for small
and large tank bags. Tested, approved resistance to oil, fuel and UV light.
Ensures ergonomics and stability even at higher speeds. Features a hole
for refuelling without removing the cover. With contoured electrostatic
tank protector.

KIT PORTATARGA REGOLABILE
ADJUSTABLE LICENSE PLATE MOUNTING KIT
895323

ACCIAIO
STEEL

$395.95

In laser-cut steel. With white LED license plate light. Gives the bike a
sleeker and sportier look. For track use only.

BORSA SERBATOIO
TANK BAG
897049

a~rilia
IRA.C:INCi
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TESSUTO TECNICO
TECHNICAL FABRIC

$299

In technical fabric with carbon effect inserts. With fasteners for tank cover. Tested,
approved resistance to oil, fuel and UV light. Ensures ergonomics and stability even
at higher speeds. The large 9 litre tank bag is secured to the tank cover with quick
release buckles. With upper map pocket and rain hood. A handle and shoulder strap
make the bag easy to carry.
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1100 FACTORY / 1100 RR
SELLA SPORT GEL
GEL SPORT SADDLE
B044750

$250

The saddle is equipped with a gel insert that increases the feeling of
the rider with his motorcycle, ensuring maximum comfort in all riding
conditions.

CENTRALINA INTERFACCIA SMARTPHONE
SMARTPHONE MULTIMEDIA PLATFORM
606522M

V4-MP MULTIMEDIA
PLATFORM RR/RF

$289

606652M

KIT INSTALLAZIONE
INSTALLATION KIT

$15

Multimedia Platform is a new device which allows the vehicle to be
easily connected to a Smartphone, transforming it into a true and proper
on board computer, capable of managing all the information relative to
the vehicle and information which can be useful for the trip. Installation
kit to be bought for specific model.
For further info visit: www.aprilia .com
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